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PH157301

Welcome to February at IKEA
PH157276

This February is about boosting the energy in your everyday life. We’re celebrating diversity and finding new ways
of coordinating. With a big chunk of humour, the launch
combines joyful colours with bold and graphic patterns
inspired from 1960s.
We’re introducing a large selection of textiles, from quilt
covers and towels to curtains and motorised roller blinds.
Even the younger family members can delight in a baby
soft toy collection and a textile collection for teens.
On the storage front, there are chests of drawers, fabric
boxes and accessories for an existing wardrobe system.
The look of the launch continues into the kitchen, where
graphic door fronts create a personalised touch. We’re
also launching some pendant lamps and exciting rugs
for a design statement. Among the smaller products, a
new stationery series invites creativity to the desk with
its colourful, playful style. Overall, it’s hard not to smile.

PH157299
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SOMMARASTER quilt cover
Cosy up and disappear in the retro-styled flowers of
SOMMARASTER quilt cover. Inspired by the Swedish
1960s, the pattern is designed by Emma Hagman from
Studio Kelkka and brings a feeling of spring to the bedroom. The quilt cover is made from 100% cotton grown
with care. All our cotton products, whether a towel or a
bed sheet, are made from more sustainable cotton. We
believe that you shouldn’t have to compromise on price,
quality, design, function or sustainability when making
a choice.

PH157506 SOMMARASTER quilt cover and pillowcase CHF 24.95 Quilt cover W150×L200cm. Pillowcase L50×W60cm. 404.233.14
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Designed by Emma Hagman
at Studio Kelkka, the pattern
of SOMMARASTER quilt cover
has a clear inspiration from
the Swedish 1960s.
PH157413 SOMMARASTER quilt cover and pillowcase CHF 24.95 Quilt cover W150×L200cm. Pillowcase L50×W60cm. 404.233.14
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NORDMELA chests of drawers
Storage needn’t be a complicated thing. With NORDMELA
chests of drawers, you have a solution that works across
the home as they can easily change room and purpose.
These storage chameleons can also be added as extra storage to an already existing solution. Available in
black-blue, the lower chest of drawers even works as a
storage bench to sit on.
PH157370 NORDMELA chest of drawers. Chest of drawers with clothes rail CHF 249.– 004.216.56 Chest of 4 drawers CHF 199.– 104.216.65
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PH157373 NORDMELA chest of drawers with clothes rail CHF 249.– 004.216.56

Store your clothes in different ways — NORDMELA chests
of drawers offer both hanging and folded storage.

PH157372 NORDMELA chest of 4 drawers CHF 199.– 104.216.65
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SANDVILAN hand & bath towels
Embrace the retro trend this season and go flower power
in the bathroom, by the pool or beach. SANDVILAN towels come in three sizes and are woven in jacquard – making the towels thick, soft and highly absorbent.
They’re made from 100% cotton grown with care, meaning all our cotton comes from more sustainable sources.
So you can feel good about having contributed to the
well-being of cotton farmers and their families, and a
less polluted world as all cotton at IKEA is grown with
less water, fewer fertilisers and pesticides while increasing profit margins for the farmers.
PH157533 SANDVILAN hand towel CHF 9.95 W50×L100cm. 704.304.88
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PH157532 SANDVILAN hand towel CHF 9.95 W50×L100cm. 104.304.86
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TISKEN bathroom accessories
Make the most of a bathroom without making holes in
the tiles. TISKEN bathroom accessories add great functions to the bathroom using suction cups, so no drilling is
needed. From a soap dish or toothbrush holder to a hand
shower parking bracket and a basket that can hold up to
three kilos, here are all functions for simple storage solutions in the smallest room.
PH157377 TISKEN series. Towel rack with suction cup CHF 8.95 403.812.86 Basket with suction cup CHF 7.95 403.812.53 Hand shower
park bracket with suction cup CHF 2.95 504.003.07 Soap dish with suction cup CHF 4.95 903.812.84 Toothbrush holder with suction cup
CHF 2.95 803.812.94 Hook with suction cup CHF 9.95/4 pack. Mixed colours 203.812.73
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PH157376 TISKEN series. Towel rack with suction cup CHF 8.95 403.812.86 Basket with suction cup CHF 7.95 403.812.53 Hand shower park bracket with suction cup CHF 2.95 504.003.07 Soap dish with
suction cup CHF 4.95 903.812.84 Corner shelf unit with suction cup CHF 6.95 204.003.04 Hook with suction cup CHF 4.95/2 pack. White 703.812.75 Toothbrush holder with suction cup CHF 2.95 803.812.94
Hook with suction cup CHF 9.95/4 pack. Mixed colours 203.812.73 Toilet roll holder with suction cup CHF 2.95 403.812.91
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PH157535 TISKEN toilet roll holder with suction cup CHF 2.95 403.812.91

TISKEN bathroom accessories help you make the most of
the bathroom without making holes in the tiles — from
hooks to a toilet roll holder.

PH157595 TISKEN hand shower park bracket with suction cup CHF 2.95 504.003.07
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GRÅTISTEL net curtains
Net curtains are great for letting daylight into your home.
GRÅTISTEL net curtain has a unique expression made
with a material resembling those worn in summer sports.
Use the curtain to filter through light, or layer a few of
them together for a greater punch of green.
PH157387 GRÅTISTEL net curtains, 1 pair CHF 24.95 904.280.74
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PH157389 GRÅTISTEL net curtains, 1 pair CHF 24.95 904.280.74
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ROSALILL curtains
Renew your home with a colour that gives some energy. ROSALILL curtains are bright eye-popping red with
a discreet white grid pattern. The curtains provide privacy while also letting daylight through and helping you
feel connected to the world outside. They’re a super-easy
way to add vibrant personality to the room.
PH157275 ROSALILL curtains, 1 pair CHF 24.95 104.251.64
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PH157274 ROSALILL curtains, 1 pair CHF 24.95 104.251.64
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KADRILJ & FYRTUR roller blinds
With our new motorised roller blinds, you can control
the light from your bed, or somewhere else! Thanks to
the included remote control, the IKEA TRÅDFRI app or
voice control, several wireless blinds can be controlled at
the same time or individually. It’s super-convenient and
great for all generations.
Choose what sort of blind you need. FYRTUR blind blocks
out the light, while KADRILJ blind filters some light
through. Both are cordless and safe for children. Let
them help you get just the right amount of light and set
the best conditions for a good night’s sleep, or gentle
waking up.

PH157599 KADRILJ roller blind W80×H195cm wireless/battery-operated CHF 159.– 904.081.32
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PH157596 FYRTUR block-out roller blind W100×H195cm
wireless/battery-operated CHF 179.– 904.081.70

Our new motorised roller blinds block out the light or
filter some light through — they’re easily controlled with
the included remote control, the IKEA TRÅDFRI app or
voice control.

PH157598 KADRILJ roller blind W80×H195cm
wireless/battery-operated CHF 159.– 904.081.32
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Block out the light with FYRTUR
roller blind, and set the best conditions for a good night’s sleep.
PH157597 FYRTUR block-out roller blind W80×H195cm wireless/battery-operated CHF 169.– 104.082.06
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YTTERBYN doors
Refresh the kitchen with some modern graphic patterns created in the 1970s by 10-Gruppen, an influencial
Swedish design group. Known for their eye-catching patterns, their bold textile designs have been turned into
YTTERBYN doors. Each door has its own unique design,
but the doors are still aligned in a way to create a good
look if combined. They’re a great way of giving your
kitchen a catchy and personalised look.
PH157279 YTTERBYN doors. W40×H40cm CHF 34.–/each 704.086.99 W40×H60cm CHF 39.–/each 304.087.00 W60×H60cm CHF 59.–/each
904.087.02 W60×H80cm CHF 69.–/each 704.087.03 W40×H100cm CHF 63.–/each 904.086.98
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PH157281 YTTERBYN doors

Bring some eye-catching patterns
to the kitchen with these door
fronts based on designs by the
iconic Swedish 10-Gruppen back
in the 1970s.
PH157280 YTTERBYN doors. W40×H60cm CHF 39.–/each 304.087.00 W60×H60cm CHF 59.–/each 904.087.02
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FRAMKALLA tray
Serve your guests with a playful retro pattern. FRAMKALLA
tray is part of a larger dinnerware family with squiggles,
specks, dots and stripes. Mix and match with other members in the same series, or with single-coloured dinnerware and refresh a table setting in an easy, affordable way.
PH157299 FRAMKALLA tray CHF 8.95/each 104.074.00
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For a complete retro feeling,
mix and match FRAMKALLA
tray with other members in
the same dinnerware family.
PH157300 FRAMKALLA series. Glass CHF 6.95/6 pack. 904.189.75 Tray CHF 8.95 104.074.00
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RÖNNINGE chair
With a timeless Scandinavian design heritage, RÖNNINGE
chair is created to never go out of style. Made with solid
wood, it’s designed with comfort in mind having a scooped
seat and sturdy design. In fact, the design is so durable
that the chair has been approved for public use globally,
passing our toughest quality tests.
PH157395 RÖNNINGE chair CHF 89.95/each Green 504.128.95 Birch 104.225.04
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Crafted in solid wood with
a scooped seat and angled
back, RÖNNINGE chair is designed with comfort in mind.
PH157396 RÖNNINGE chair CHF 89.95 504.128.95
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SKYMNINGEN pendant lamps
Create a modern focal point by hanging up SKYMNINGEN
pendant lamps featuring an airy, open design. The lamp’s
soft, yet powerful design is constructed of 20 wafer-thin
blades assembled in an exciting turbine shape. Available
in white or beige, the light source remains hidden but
gives a warm halo effect sideways and a concentrated
pool of light downwards.
PH157382 SKYMNINGEN pendant lamp CHF 89.95/each White 504.258.12 Beige 004.309.72
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SKYMNINGEN pendant lamp
gives a warm halo effect sideways and a concentrated pool
of light downwards.

PH157384 SKYMNINGEN pendant lamp CHF 89.95 504.258.12
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GRIMSÅS pendant lamps
Transform a room’s walls into a delicate play of light and
shadows with GRIMSÅS pendant lamps available in two
versions. Featuring a globe of white flowers or a yellow starfish version, the lamps are designed by Marcus
Arvonen together with Lisa Hilland or Bea Szenfeld, respectively. The lamps combine strong design with a soft,
beautiful lighting experience.
PH157378 GRIMSÅS pendant lamp CHF 69.95 Yellow 604.168.31
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PH157379 GRIMSÅS pendant lamp CHF 69.95 Yellow 604.168.31

The delicately cut shapes of GRIMSÅS pendant lamps
give decorative patterns on the ceiling or wall.

PH157381 GRIMSÅS pendant lamp CHF 69.95 White 103.647.40
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PH157381 GRIMSÅS pendant lamp CHF 69.95/each White 103.647.40
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SVALLERUP rug
Give your floor some symmetry with SVALLERUP rug —
it’s classic, soft and monochrome. Made of a material
that’s long-lasting and won’t shed, this grid rug even
stands the grit of the outdoors. And if that wasn’t enough,
it’s double-sided which means an extended lifetime. Designed by London-based Kangan Arora whose signature
is her use of pattern and abstraction, this is an easy-care
flatwoven rug for a modern look.
PH157394 SVALLERUP rug, flatwoven, in/outdoor CHF 99.95 504.352.17
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Use it indoors or outside,
SVALLERUP rug is double-sided giving it an extra life and
extra expression.
PH157393 SVALLERUP rug, flatwoven, in/outdoor CHF 99.95 504.352.17
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LANGSTED rugs
Now we’re bringing the colour blocking trend to the floors
too. Available in different sizes, LANGSTED rugs feature
cut edges that make it easy to put several rugs together and seamlessly create a bigger rug. Combine beige,
green, turquoise and yellow and construct your own colourful floor patchwork. Made with a low pile and a material that won’t shed, these rugs cater for both the living
room and bedroom.
PH157390 LANGSTED rugs, low pile. W133×L195cm CHF 49.95/each Beige 604.080.39 Yellow 304.239.46 Green 504.239.45
Turquoise 804.239.44
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Create your own colourful floor
patchwork with LANGSTED rugs
featuring cut edges that let
you put several rugs together
and seamlessly construct a
bigger one.
PH157420 LANGSTED rugs, low pile. W60×L90cm CHF 14.95/each Turquoise 604.239.35 Yellow 404.239.41 W133×L195cm 49.95/each
Green 504.239.45
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KONGSTRUP rug
Step up the style for your floors with KONGSTRUP rug.
With an asymmetric staircase pattern, the high-pile rug
brings a fun, graphic touch to the home. It’s designed
by Kangan Arora whose approach is using assimilated
shapes and unexpected juxtapositions. Made for modern
spaces, KONGSTRUP is a long-lasting and easy-care rug
that won’t shed.
PH157420 KONGSTRUP rug, high pile CHF 79.95 104.352.19
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PH157534 KONGSTRUP rug, high pile CHF 79.95 104.352.19
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KLAPPA baby toy collection
Look, touch, push, lift — the new KLAPPA baby toy collection is designed to help babies develop their senses
through colours, shapes, touch and sound. For example,
there’s a baby gym promoting eye-hand coordination as
the baby grabs for the hanging ladybird or stretches towards a mushroom. Every product in the series has a different theme, like the baby gym has a forest world, the
play mat is like a seabed and the mobile shows planets in
space. The designer Malin Unnborn wanted to find specific
details that could create curiosity and lead to play:
“For example, for the picture book and the ball I used
colours with strong contrasts and fabrics with different
structures, such as glossy and matte, soft and rough.”
On the play mat, Malin made shark fins and other details
that stick out just enough for small and curious fingers
to pinch them. Other products include a comfort blanket
with a soft toy and a musical toy caterpillar.
As much as IKEA loves colourful products for children,
we do not allow dyes that are known (or even suspected)
to be carcinogenic or allergenic, e.g. disperse dye, direct
dye, basic dye or azo dyes. So parents can rest assured
that our new KLAPPA baby toy collection is safe, soft and
stimulating on a baby’s journey of discovery.
PH157290 KLAPPA series. Baby gym CHF 39.95 103.726.22 Musical toy, caterpillar CHF 9.95 803.726.33
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PH157282 KLAPPA series. Mobile 9.95/each Multicolour 503.726.15 Comfort blanket with soft toy 5.95/each 803.726.28 Musical toy, caterpillar CHF 9.95 803.726.33 Mobile CHF 12.95 Yellow 403.650.26
Play mat CHF 39.95 303.726.40 Rattle CHF 3.95/each 003.650.33 Baby gym CHF 39.95 103.726.22 Playbook 7.95/each 503.726.44 Soft toy, ball 2.95 /each 803.726.52
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PH157283 KLAPPA comfort blanket with soft toy CHF 5.95/each 803.726.28

Let your baby develop their senses through the fun, soft
characters of KLAPPA baby toy collection, from a zebra
comfort blanket to a giraffe rattle.

PH157284 KLAPPA rattle CHF 3.95/each 003.650.33
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PH157288 KLAPPA play mat CHF 39.95 303.726.40

KLAPPA play mat is made like an
ocean bed with different motifs,
sounds and materials that activate and stimulate a baby’s senses and motor skills.
PH157287 KLAPPA play mat CHF 39.95/each 303.726.40
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PH157285 KLAPPA mobile CHF 9.95 503.726.15

KLAPPA mobiles feature figures
and patterns that face downwards to meet the baby’s upward
gaze.
PH157286 KLAPPA mobile CHF 9.95 503.726.15
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MÖJLIGHET children’s
textiles & accessories
A big part of the life of tweens and teens revolves around
their bed. It’s a spot to hang out with friends and a place
to recharge and recover. With bold colourful patterns,
MÖJLIGHET children’s textiles and accessories can play
a part by adding some attitude and identity to the bed.
Made from cotton or a cotton/lyocell mix, the bedlinen
feel soft against the skin, while the sleeping temperature
remains comfortable during the night as lyocell absorbs
and transports moisture away. Of course, our products
are tested and contain no substances, phthalates or
chemicals that could harm your child’s skin or health.
Other accessories in the collection include a bed pocket
to keep a book or sleeping essentials within easy reach,
while a headset/tablet stand provides a home for headphones, mobile phones or tablets. It’s perfect to place in
a bookcase or on a desk or bedside table.
PH157617 MÖJLIGHET series. Headset/tablet stand CHF 3.95/each 504.213.95 Quilt cover and pillowcase CHF 29.95 Pink/graphical patterned
704.212.76 Cushion CHF 19.95 /each Ø25, L80cm. 104.212.84 Quilt cover and pillowcase CHF 14.95 White/mosaic patterned 104.236.88
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PH157296 MÖJLIGHET quilt cover and pillowcase CHF 29.95 Pink/graphical patterned 704.212.76

MÖJLIGHET quilt cover is available with a graphical pattern in pink or blue, as well as a white mosaic pattern,
while the headset/tablet stand comes in red or black.

PH157297 MÖJLIGHET headset/tablet stand CHF 3.95 504.213.95
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IVAR wardrobe accessories
IVAR storage system in solid pine was designed so you
can combine different pieces to suit your space. Now
there’s even more flexibility thanks to its new wardrobe
accessories. A clothes rail, cover and wire shelf give
smart and beautiful clothes storage. The accessories are
easy to assemble with no tools needed and can be added
to your already existing IVAR combination.

PH157400 IVAR series. Cover CHF 35.– 404.223.24 Clothes rail CHF 10.– 104.223.25
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PH157397 IVAR series. Cover CHF 35.– 404.223.24 1 section/shelves CHF 79.95 298.963.62 Clothes rail CHF 10.– 104.223.25 Wire shelf CHF 13.–/each 904.223.26 Cabinet CHF 80.– 400.337.63
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PH157398 IVAR clothes rail CHF 10.– 104.223.25

Accessorise your IVAR storage system with a clothes rail
and wire shelf for smart and beautiful clothes storage
with no tools needed in assembly.

PH157399 IVAR wire shelf CHF 13.–/each 904.223.26
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RABBLA boxes
Let storage organisers be practical, beautiful and more
sustainable. Our new RABBLA boxes tick all boxes!
They’re flexible and stackable so ideal inside a wardrobe
or for use as open storage. They can even be used in
the bathroom as they withstand moisture. Available in a
variety of sizes, the lower box has compartments where
you can sort and store small items like socks, jewellery
and hobby items.
Made of bamboo and recycled polyester, the boxes make
for a more sustainable choice. By using less new raw
material, the environmental footprint is lowered, while
bamboo is a fast-growing, strong material that needs no
pesticides when grown.
PH157421 RABBLA boxes. Box with lid CHF 19.95 W25×D35, H20cm. 603.481.25 Box with lid CHF 24.95 W35×D50, H30cm. 403.481.26
Box with compartments CHF 16.95 L25×W35, H10cm. 903.481.24
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Being moisture-proof, RABBLA
boxes with compartments are
ideal for storing bathroom essentials.
PH157616 RABBLA box with compartments CHF 16.95 L25×W35, H10cm. 903.481.24
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ÄDELHET candlestick
/tealight holder set
Lighten up the day with the fun ÄDELHET candlestick/
tealight holder set. The three holders of different heights
are made in coloured aluminium with a slice of geometry
on the side. They’re stackable so it’s easy to store them
away when not in use.
PH157301 ÄDELHET candlestick/tealight holder, set of 3 CHF 14.95 104.160.51
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For playful decoration, use
ÄDELHET candlestick/tealight
holder set made in coloured
aluminium with a slice of geometry on the side.
PH157302 ÄDELHET candlestick/tealight holder, set of 3 CHF 14.95 104.160.51
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KNALLGUL stationery
Give your desk a colourful makeover with KNALLGUL
stationery series. With a desk organiser, clipboards, a
weekly planner pad and desk pad life around the desk
becomes more organised and welcoming for creativity.
Even better, the notebooks are made of paper from more
sustainable sources or from forests that are managed according to strict requirements. The notebooks are 100%
recyclable and their fibres can go through the recycling
process up to seven times, while the desk organiser and
clipboard are made of 80% recycled paper. Other stationery accessories include labels, rolls of tape and a folder
with sticky notes.
PH157303 Roll of tape CHF 4.95/4 pack. 004.255.41 Clipboard CHF 4.95 704.255.47 Weekly planner pad
CHF 3.95 104.255.50 Desk pad CHF 6.95 204.255.97 Folder with sticky notes CHF 3.95 804.255.99
Note-book CHF 5.95/3 pack. L21×W15cm. 604.255.19 Label CHF 1.95/15 pack. 004.255.98
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PH157305 KNALLGUL roll of tape CHF 4.95/4 pack. 004.255.41

Make your desk welcoming for creativity with the colourful, playful KLAPPA stationery series that ranges from
rolls of tape to a clipboard that keeps important papers
securely in place.

PH157307 KNALLGUL clipboard CHF 4.95 704.255.47
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KNALLGUL
notebooks
are
made of paper from more
sustainable sources or from
forests that are managed according to strict requirements.
PH157306 KNALLGUL note-book CHF 5.95/3 pack. L21×W15cm. 604.255.19
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SIGRUNN fabric
You can work with the graphic pattern of SIGRUNN fabric in different ways. Use it as a room divider or pick
out your favourite colour and match it with, for instance,
solid colours. The pattern comes from a design cooperation with London-based Kangan Arora, who is known for
her celebratory use of colour, geometry and visual storytelling.
The fabric is made from 100% cotton from more sustainable sources. This means the cotton has been grown with
care. We’re totally committed to only using cotton grown
in a sustainable way in our products, for the benefit of
people and the planet.
PH157417 SIGRUNN fabric CHF 6.95/m 804.262.40
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Start colour blocking with this
graphic metre fabric printed on
100% cotton grown with care
for the farmers and planet.
PH157418 SIGRUNN fabric CHF 6.95/m 804.262.40
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IRMELIN fabric
You can make a tablecloth or sew a cushion with a bold
bouquet of flowers, or why not decorate your walls with
it? Whatever you decide to do with IRMELIN fabric, it will
offer an easy and fun way to make home updates at a
low price. It’s made with 100% cotton from more sustainable sources. This means the cotton has been grown
with care for the wellbeing of the cotton farmers and the
environment
The retro floral pattern is designed by Emma Hagman
from Studio Kelkka. She’s inspired by all things old with
patina and a retro feel and the imagination of her children, creating one-layered and simplified designs that
are still full of stories and tales.
PH157414 IRMELIN fabric CHF 6.95/m 104.307.16
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Get creative with this retro
floral fabric and make an easy
and fun home update at a low
price.
PH157415 IRMELIN fabric CHF 6.95/m 104.307.16
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SKÄRVFRÖ cushion
Add a rectangular cushion to your home! SKÄRVFRÖ
cushion makes a comfortable neckroll that supports your
neck or a lumbar cushion for your lower back. With its
100% recycled polyester filling, it’s sure to hold its shape
and give your body soft support. The striped pattern is
designed by London-based Kangan Arora and printed
onto 100% cotton from more sustainable sources. This
means the cotton has been grown with care, so you are
contributing to the wellbeing of another family who farm
the cotton in the products you buy.
PH157276 SKÄRVFRÖ cushion CHF 4.95/each 104.258.33
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Add this rectangular cushion
to your home — it’s striped,
soft and gives comfortable
support as a neckroll or lumbar cushion.
PH157277 SKÄRVFRÖ cushion CHF 4.95/each 104.258.33
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PE711627

PE711620

PE702944

PE702954

PE702684

PE702950

NORDMELA chest of 4 drawers
CHF 199.– Foil finish. Designer: Ola
Wihlborg. W160×D40, H50cm.
Black-blue

NORDMELA chest of drawers
with clothes rail CHF 249.– Foil
finish. Designer: Ola Wihlborg.
W120×D40, H115cm. Black-blue

TISKEN soap dish with suction
cup CHF 4.95 Plastic and synthetic
rubber. L14×W10cm. White

TISKEN towel rack with suction
cup CHF 8.95 Plastic and
synthetic rubber. W52–82×D8,
H10cm. White

TISKEN basket with suction cup
CHF 7.95 Plastic and synthetic rubber. W28×D17, H17cm. White

TISKEN toothbrush holder with
suction cup CHF 2.95 Plastic and
synthetic rubber. H18cm. White

403.812.53

803.812.94

104.216.65

004.216.56

PE702947

PE702855

PE702870

PE703945

PE702770

TISKEN toilet roll holder with
suction cup CHF 2.95 Plastic and
synthetic rubber. W15cm. White

TISKEN hand shower park
bracket with suction cup
CHF 2.95 Plastic and synthetic
rubber. W6×D8, H10cm. White

TISKEN hook with suction cup
CHF 4.95/2 pack. Plastic and synthetic rubber. L10×W6, H4cm. White

TISKEN hook with suction cup
CHF 9.95/4 pack. Plastic and
synthetic rubber. L10×W6, H4cm.
Mixed colours

TISKEN corner shelf unit with
suction cup CHF 6.95 Plastic and
synthetic rubber. W30×D20, H17cm.
White

203.812.73

204.003.04

403.812.91

504.003.07

903.812.84

403.812.86

703.812.75
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PE707545

PE707542

PE704010

PE703310

PE700897

PE700897

GRIMSÅS pendant lamp CHF 69.95
Plastic and steel. Designer:
M Arvonen/L Hilland. Ø55cm. IKEA.
Model T1805 GRIMSÅS. This luminaire
is compatible with bulbs of the energy
classes A++ to D. White

GRIMSÅS pendant lamp
CHF 69.95 Plastic and steel. Designer: M Arvonen/B Szenfeld. Ø55cm.
IKEA. Model T1805-1 GRIMSÅS. This
luminaire is compatible with bulbs of
the energy classes A++ to D. Yellow

SKYMNINGEN pendant lamp
CHF 89.95 ABS plastic. Designer:
Carl Öjerstam. Ø42, H40cm. IKEA.
Model T1630-1 SKYMNINGEN. This
luminaire is compatible with bulbs of
the energy classes A++ to D. White

SKYMNINGEN PENDANT LAMP
CHF 89.95 ABS plastic. Designer:
Carl Öjerstam. Ø42, H40cm. IKEA.
Model T1630-1 SKYMNINGEN. This
luminaire is compatible with bulbs of
the energy classes A++ to D. Beige

RÖNNINGE chair CHF 89.95
Stained, clear lacquered solid
birch/birch veneer. Designer: Maja
Ganszyniec. W46×D49, H79cm.
Green

RÖNNINGE chair CHF 89.95
Tinted, clear lacquered solid birch/
birch veneer. Designer: Maja
Ganszyniec. W46×D49, H79cm.
Birch

504.128.95

604.168.31

504.258.12

004.309.72

104.225.04

103.647.40

PE688897

PE688900

PE694680

PE706899

PE706875

SOMMARASTER quilt cover and
pillowcase CHF 24.95 100% cotton. Designer: Emma Hagman. Quilt
cover W150×L200cm. Pillowcase
L50×60cm. White/multicolour

SOMMARASTER quilt cover and
2 pillowcases CHF 39.95 100%
cotton. Designer: Emma Hagman.
Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcase L50×60cm. White/multicolour

ROSALILL curtains, 1 pair
CHF 24.95 I70% polyester, 30%
cotton. W145×L300cm. Red/white

SANDVILAN hand towel
CHF 9.95 100% cotton. Designer:
Paulin Machado. W40×L70cm. Blue/
multicolour

SANDVILAN bath towel
CHF 14.95 100% cotton. Designer:
Paulin Machado. W70×L140cm. Blue/
multicolour

104.304.86

804.304.78

404.233.14

504.233.04

104.251.64
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PE716495

PE710863

PE711678

PE711683

PE711685

PE726548

KONGSTRUP rug, high pile
CHF 79.95 100% polypropylene.
Designer: Kangan Arora. W133×L195cm. Light blue/green

SVALLERUP rug flatwoven, in/
outdoor CHF 99.95 100% polypropylene. Designer: Kangan Arora.
W200×L200cm. Black/white

LANGSTED rug, low pile
CHF 49.95 100% polypropylene. Designer: Maja Ganszyniec.
W133×L195cm. Green

LANGSTED rug, low pile
CHF 49.95 100% polypropylene. Designer: Maja Ganszyniec.
W133×L195cm. Turquoise

LANGSTED rug, low pile
CHF 49.95 100% polypropylene. Designer: Maja Ganszyniec.
W133×L195cm. Yellow

104.352.19

504.352.17

504.239.45

LANGSTED rug, low pile
CHF 49.95 100% polypropylene.
Backing: synthetic latex. Designer:
Maja Ganszyniec. W133×L195cm.
Beige

804.239.44

304.239.46

604.080.39

PE710944

PE710948

PE710941

PE710950

PE710945

PE710947

YTTERBYN door CHF 34.– Foil
finish. Designer: Tom Hedqvist.
W40×H40cm. Printed

YTTERBYN door CHF 59.–
Foil finish. Designer: Tom Hedqvist.
W60×H60cm. Printed

YTTERBYN door CHF 39.–
Foil finish. Designer: Tom Hedqvist.
W40×H60cm. Printed

YTTERBYN door CHF 49.– Foil
finish. Designer: Tom Hedqvist.
W40×H80cm. Printed

YTTERBYN door CHF 69.– Foil
finish. Designer: Tom Hedqvist.
W60×H80cm. Printed

YTTERBYN door CHF 63.– Foil
finish. Designer: Tom Hedqvist.
W40×H100cm. Printed

704.086.99

904.087.02

304.087.00

104.087.01

704.087.03

904.086.98
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PE718817

PE710958

PE711839

PE682422

PE682419

PE682206

IRMELIN fabric CHF 6.95/m
100% cotton. Designer: Emma Hagman. W150cm. White/multicolour

SIGRUNN fabric CHF 6.95/m
100% cotton. Designer: Kangan Arora. W150cm. White/multicolour

104.307.16

804.262.40

SKÄRVFRÖ cushion CHF 4.95
Fabric: 100% cotton. Filling: 100%
polyester. Designer: Kangan Arora.
L30×W60cm. Black/white

KLAPPA soft toy, ball CHF 2.95
Recommended for ages from 0 year.
Fabric: 100% polyester. Filling:
polyester fibres. Designer: Malin
Unnborn. Ø12cm. Multicolour

KLAPPA rattle CHF 3.95 Recommended for ages from 0 year. Fabric:
100% polyester. Filling: polyester
fibres. Designer: Malin Unnborn.
L14cm. Multicolour/yellow

KLAPPA playbook CHF 7.95
Recommended for ages from
6 months. Fabric: 100% cotton.
Filling: polyester fibres. Designer:
Malin Unnborn.

803.726.52

003.650.33

503.726.44

104.258.33

PE682202

PE682201

PE682200

PE682198

PE682199

PE688974

KLAPPA play mat CHF 39.95
Recommended for ages from 0 year.
Cotton and polyester. Designer:
Malin Unnborn. L114×W114cm.

KLAPPA musical toy, caterpillar
CHF 9.95 Recommended for ages
from 0 year. Cotton and polyester.
Designer: Malin Unnborn. L20cm.
803.726.33

KLAPPA mobile CHF 9.95 Recommended for ages from 0 year.
Fabric: 100% polyester. Filling:
polyester fibres. Designer: Malin
Unnborn. Ø25cm.

403.650.26

503.726.15

KLAPPA comfort blanket with
soft toy CHF 5.95 Recommended
for ages from 0 year. Fabric: 100%
polyester. Filling: polyester fibres.
Designer: Malin Unnborn.
L41×W41cm.

KLAPPA baby gym CHF 39.95
Recommended for ages from 0 year.
Cotton and polyester. Designer:
Malin Unnborn. W90×H50cm.

303.726.40

KLAPPA mobile CHF 12.95 Recommended for ages from 0 year.
Fabric: 100% polyester. Filling:
polyester fibres. Designer: Malin
Unnborn. Ø18cm. Yellow

803.726.28

103.726.22
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PE694298

PE692755

PE691861

PE691876

PE696689

PE700094

MÖJLIGHET cushion CHF 19.95
Cover: 100% cotton. Filling: recycled
polyester. Designer: Maria
Gustavsson. L80, Ø25cm.

MÖJLIGHET quilt cover and
pillowcase CHF 29.95 100%
cotton. Designer: Maria Gustavsson.
Quilt cover W150×L200cm. Pillowase
L50×W60cm. Pink/graphical
patterned

MÖJLIGHET quilt cover and
pillowcase CHF 14.95 100%
cotton. Designer: Maria Gustavsson.
Quilt cover W150×L200cm. Pillowase
L50×W60cm. White/mosaic
patterned

MÖJLIGHET quilt cover and
pillowcase CHF 39.95 50% cotton,
50% lyocell. Designer: Maria Gustavsson. Quilt cover W150×L200cm.
Pillowase L50×W60cm. Blue/graphical patterned

MÖJLIGHET headset/tablet
stand CHF 3.95 Powder coated
steel. Designer: Gustav Carlberg.
Black

MÖJLIGHET headset/tablet
stand CHF 3.95 Powder coated
steel. Designer: Gustav Carlberg.
Red

004.342.77

504.213.95

704.212.76

104.236.88

504.212.58

PE717952

PE700527

PE700110

PE690599

PE675959

PE675962

ÄDELHET candlestick/tealight
holder, set of 3 CHF 14.95 Comprises: 3 candle holders (H8, 9 and
11cm). Powder coated aluminium
and steel. Designer: Stina Lanneskog.

FRAMKALLA tray CHF 8.95
High-pressure melamine laminate.
Ø43cm. Patterned

FRAMKALLA glass CHF 6.95/6
pack. Glass. 30cl. Patterned

GRÅTISTEL net curtains, 1 pair
CHF 24.95 100% polyester.
W145×L250cm. Green

FYRTUR block-out roller blind,
wireless/battery-operated
CHF 189.– Fabric: 83% polyester
and 17% nylon. Rails: Aluminium.
Designer: David Wahl.
W120×L195cm. Grey

KADRILJ roller blind, wireless/
battery-operated CHF 169.–
Fabric: 83% polyester and 17%
nylon. Rails: Aluminium. Designer:
David Wahl. W100×L195cm. Grey

104.212.84

104.160.51

104.074.00

904.189.75

904.280.74

204.081.78

204.081.16
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PE714988

PE714990

PE714976

PE714986

PE714992

PE714984

KNALLGUL note-book
CHF 5.95/3 pack. Each notebook
comprises 40 unlined pages. Paper.
L21×W15cm.

KNALLGUL clipboard CHF 4.95
Paper and steel. L32×W23cm.
Multicolour

KNALLGUL folder with
sticky notes CHF 3.95 Paper.
W8.5×H10.5cm.

KNALLGUL roll of tape
CHF 4.95/4 pack. Polyethylene
plastic. L5m×W15mm.

KNALLGUL desk pad CHF 6.95
150 pages. Paper. L26.5×W26.5cm.

704.255.47

804.255.99

KNALLGUL note-book
CHF 3.95/2 pack. Each notebook
comprises 40 unlined pages. Paper
and steel. L13×W8cm.

604.255.19

304.255.25

PE714978

PE714980

PE714982

KNALLGUL label CHF 1.95/15
pack. Paper. W6×H3.5cm.

KNALLGUL desk organiser
CHF 4.95 Comprises: 5 storage boxes
(One 8.2×8.2×5cm),
one (8.2×8.2×9cm),
one (8.2×8.2×13cm),
one (24.6×8.8×17cm) and
one (25×17.5×2.8cm) Paper.
Red/multicolour

KNALLGUL weekly planner pad
CHF 3.95 80 pages. Paper.
L21×W30cm.

004.255.98

104.255.45

104.255.50

004.255.41

204.255.97
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